Maintenance Coordinator – ACCESS DATABASES REVISIONS
8x
Current Patch: 8.1.0.1
IMPORTANT NOTE: At many times patches are added to the download without any notification or
updates to this document.

How to install update
To install an update from our web site:



Download the patch for your product.
Unzip the download to:

C:\Program Files (x86)\Simplicity Software Technologies\Maintenance Coordinator ACC


Replace existing files.

Revision History
8.0.0.0 (26-AUG-15)
 New Version Released
8.0.0.1 (10-SEP-15)
 Made various fixes to the Assets module that were somehow overlooked in SQL to
Access conversion.
8.0.0.2 (18-SEP-15)
 Fixed a problem with the 'Print Preview' Export option locking up the application from
any module.
 Fixed a problem with the Connections dialog not allowing Network connections.
 Added 'Preview" buttons to the Purchasing Setup dialog screen so you can preview
any customizations without leaving the dialog. This applies to POs, Reqs and RFQ
documents.
8.0.1.0 (20-SEP-15)
 Added a ‘Refresh’ button to the Purchasing module.
 Added a 'Create Duplicate' option in the Purchasing module. This option will
duplicate and create a new purchase document based on the currently selected
document.
 Found and repaired module level connection issues when databases are networked
or renamed.
8.0.1.1. (23-SEP-15)
 Added an 'Open Work Orders' pie chart, and 'Upcoming Work Orders' bar chart to
the main navigation screen of the application (Main Menu).
 Added a 'Print Today's Work Orders' button on the main menu.
 Continued updating the 'Upgrade Utility'.
 Found a reference to SQL server in the Work Requests module that caused an
executable error. Did a global search thru the entire solution. Found no additional
references. (24-SEP)
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8.0.1.2 (02-OCT-15)
 Fixed some errors when opening the Blanket POs screen.
 Fixed a data binding problem with the Work Order Creation wizard in the
Maintenance Scheduler.
 Added the every 3 days backup warning message when closing down.
 Fixed a problem setting the Vendor Assignment in the Maintenance Scheduler
module.
 Fixed a problem setting Attachments in the Scheduler and Assets modules.
 Added an option to email the Remote Service Requests' Assets data file as it is
created in the Work Requests module
8.0.1.3 (08-OCT-15)
 Fixed a concurrency error when dealing with Work Orders labor in the Scheduler
module,
 Ensured that the Parts quantity values of needed and used were written back to the
database in the Scheduler module.
 Added the Name of the Main database to the lower right hand corner of the startup
menu. This is for those who switch between databases.
 Fixed a couple of issues with Work Order Audits in the Scheduler module.
 Fixed a 'System.Guid' error when working with Properties in the Equipment module,
and with Budgets in the Scheduler.
 Was using a reserved word 'Memo", changed this to 'recMemo' in the employees’
databases.
8.0.1.4 (14-OCT-15)
 Fixed a couple of Issue dealing with Budgets.
 Fixed a 'Access Denied' with sending a Work Order attachment in the Scheduler.
 Fixed various errors and non-operating areas of the Purchasing module.
 Added the missing picture field to the Inventory module. ** (see note)
8.0.2.0 (05-NOV-15)
 Added support to transfer inventory from one database (warehouse) to another. This
included adding movement records, and the creation of a Transfer Report, that can
also be emailed.
 Fixed some errors when trying to delete or edit task instructions in the Maintenance
Scheduler.
 Fixed a Guid error when using the Purchase Filter wizard and assigning the Cost
center.
 Fixed an error when trying to apply changes to instructions in the Scheduler module.
 Fixed a problem with assigned materials not showing on printed work orders.
 Removed SQL Server references from the 'Remote Service Requests' routines.
8.0.2.1 (30-NOV-15)
 Fixed an error when using the 'Change Password' routine.
 Repaired errors when adding assets in the Maintenance Scheduler and using the
creation wizard.
 Fixed an error when trying to Edit and Add task instructions with the Scheduler.
 Fixed an error updating inventory levels from the Scheduler.
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Fixed an error that when adding new records in the scheduler, the internal filter
allows some of the information from the previous record to be shown.
8.0.2.2 (05-JAN-16)
 Added the ability to use standard password protection mode, or use accounts linked
to Windows login user accounts. With Windows accounts users will be automatically
logged in.
 Part numbers are now added to the part descriptions at the time of adding to a work
order in the scheduler module.
 Fixed a problem with adding new alternate contacts in the Contacts module.
 Put a max. limit om the Contact's Extension field to help prevent entering more
information than allowed. Fixed other fields in this module too.
 Purchasing Budgets. The September Budget field lost its binding property. Fixed.
 Purchasing gave errors when closing (at times). Fixed.
 Purchasing. Fixed an error when trying to receive non-stocked items.
 Fixed the Scheduler's Calendar to better handle showing 'Open' work orders. Also
fixed the Planner and Scheduler to better handle international dates.
8.0.2.3 (02-FEB-16)
 Fixed a problem with removing items from Quick Entry lists.
 Completely rewrote the Version upgrade utility. Instead of changing fields from the
old database, transferred the information in to new databases. While doing this, we
found that we were using many MS-Access reserved words. Resolved these issues
too. ** (see note)
 Added a new Summary Report to the Maintenance Scheduler, 'Dates Summary' that
exports directly to Excel.
8.0.2.4 (04-MAR-16)
 Added more reports that export directly to Excel. Equipment Module: 'Main Report
Wizard'. Inventory module: 'Inventory Report', and two reports under the 'Movement
by Dates' option.
 Fixed the problem with the Scheduler module not saving custom Main Look up grid
layouts.
 Recreated the Scheduler's Cost Summary Reports (w/Chart).
 Found another reserved word issue dealing with Tool Inspections. ** (see note)
 Fixed a problem with saving user's company information and logo.
8.0.2.5 (19-MAR-16)
 Added the 'Location' and 'Priority' fields to the Scheduling section of printed work
orders.
 Added a 'Supplier' field in the main Lookup table of the Purchasing module.
 Some of the Purchase information entered was not being applied to the printed
document. Fixed.
 Added the current user's name to the lower right hand corner of the startup menu.
8.0.2.6 (14-APR-16)
 Added a way to remove the Primary Asset from the Maintenance Scheduler.
 Fixed a problem with saving PM Groups.
 Fixed the Downtime tracking feature in the Work Requests module,
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Fixed the spell checker in the Instructions Editor.
Fixed a problem creating new Issues databases.
Added the optional ability not to allow a logged in user to filter the Scheduler's
database.
 Added two new filter options under the Assignments drop down in the Scheduler.
Both dealing with PM Groups.
 Fixed a Concurrency violation when saving to history in the scheduler module.
 Fixed a problem adding Part substitutions in the Inventory Module.
 Fixed a problem when adding Assets with the Scheduler's Work Orders Wizard.
Appeared to add multiple assets at once.
 Fixed a problem with adding taxes to Purchase documents.
 Fixed the Auto Emails routines.
8.0.2.7 (02-MAY-16)
 Rewrote the email handling routines and designed the account settings to more
closely resemble those in in Outlook. ** (see note)
 Added a "Delete Date Range" of work orders feature in the Maintenance Scheduler.
Current user must have Admin rights to use this feature.
 Fixed the date format in the HR module for the Hire Date field. Also fixed a couple of
'Max Length Exceeded' errors.
 Added a way to access the Database Utility (Compact and Repair) from the Admin
menu and the Databases sub menu.
 Fixed the Checked Out Report in the Inventory module to show the Unit Cost
amounts.
 Disabled more items in the Scheduler if the current user has read-only rights.
 Fixed a couple of errors with a reserved word change in the Tools Database and
errors related to ‘Guid’ data types.
 Added a 'Print Setup' to the Forms Designed. Set Header/Footer, fit to page, and
more.
8.1.0.0 (20-MAY-16)
 Fixed the warning about printing duplicate purchasing documents.
 Fixed various issues with the Time Tracker feature including adding a missing field
(SavedTime) to the database. ** (see note)
 Fixed a problem with user accounts not setting user rights correctly.
 If the build-in 'Update Utility' fails to add new database fields at application startup, it
will report the failure and provide a list of connected users.
 Fixed a concurrency violation error saving purchase order items.
 Changed the Purchasing Lookup Grid to show actual employee names in place of
just unique id when the grid is customized.
 Added an 'On-Order' check box in the Inventory module, along with an 'Order
Information' button.
 Added a "Purchasing History" tab to the Inventory module. This information is taken
directly from actual PO items.
 Added a new 'Check and Install Updates and Patches' routine in the main menu,
Help menu. This allows checking for updates. If new updates are found they can be
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applied by clicking a single button.
 Changed the Scheduler's Lookup Grid to show actual employee names in place of
just unique id when the grid is customized and showing Work Assignments.
8.1.0.1 (28-JUN-16)
 Added "Last Build" information in the main About box. This was added to help will
revision tracking when version numbers haven't been updated.
 Added Storage Bin and Storage Isle to the column chooser for the main Inventory
Lookup grid.
 Fixed a problem saving the Main Inventory Lookup grid.
 A duplicate work order is defined as a Work Order with a shared ‘Subject’ and a
shared ‘Start Date’. Now it also looks for a shared ‘Primary Asset’. All 3 must be
shared to be consider a duplicate. If no asset is assigned, only the ‘Subject’ and
‘Start Dates’ are compared.
 The regeneration of work order could take hours giving the impression that the
program had stopped working. You can now set a regeneration time limit. This can
be set for 2 to 9 minutes from the Work Orders Setup screen. Default is 2 minutes.
 Added a 'Generate New Now' button in the Scheduler's ribbon, 'Work Orders' tab. It
will regenerate new work orders without having to restart.
 Added a "Database Backup" utility that copies your databases to the path/folder of
your choice. "Admin" menu, "Databases" sub-menu, "Database Backup" option.

** NOTE: These types of updates require everyone out of the program and no one
accessing the database so the program can add new requires fields. If anyone is
accessing the database, the update is most likely to fail.
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